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4.0 out of 5 based on 0 ratings Last week I was about to buy a brand new car for
my 16 year old son. He has just been given an email about a "new" credit card and

likes its looks. The problem is that it is not in my name so I was not able to see
how easy or difficult is to get it. In the end he liked the card and I took it as my gift

to him. And it has a problem. That one particular card is a "USB Flash" card and
the problem is that it is possible to use just the “USB” part of it, and not the

“Flash” part of it. So you can use this card on computer with USB hub, so when you
insert it to the computer you can use it, and it wont be recognized as a flashdrive.
And it gets worse. The card has an activation limit, and just recently it has reached

this limit. So you can use this card for short period of time (one day?), but if you
want to use it for longer period of time (a month or more) you will need to pay

some fee for using it. And finally. The solution. I asked him to take the card, bring
it to his friend, whose name is ""David"" to help him. I was hoping that "David"

would somehow know what to do. But I guess there is much to be learned from a
16 year old boy. He managed to do it, and it worked. Not only that, it worked much

better than I expected. This is because David sent me this email: Subject: FW:
eBay question, but not so much as a cracked CD To David, Thanks for the tip. I was
working a batch of emails in a feed reader and didn't read the whole message.I see

what you mean, though I still don't have any idea if or how they test it or if they
will charge me for it What I did in the end was to do a mass delete on the sold

items on eBay. I then deleted the credit card I had just bought and the listing for it.
Afterwards I had to wait for 2 weeks, but luckily by then the credit card will have
expired. When I went to eBay to place the order for him to purchase a new one, I

was able to do it without issue 0cc13bf012
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